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Name of Company: Uber Technologies Inc.
Name of CEO: Dara Khosrowshahi2
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Ryan Graves, Resident Entrepreneur and Builder, Uber
David Bonderman, Founding Partner of TPG Capital
Cheng Wei, CEO of Didi Chuxing
Garrett Camp, Co-founder of Uber, Founding CEO of StumbleUpon.com
Yasir Al Rumayyan, Managing Director of Saudi Arabia Public Investment Fund
Bill Gurley, General Manager, Benchmark
3
Arianna Huffington, Co-Founder of Huffington Post
4
Travis Kalanick, Co-Founder and CEO, Uber

Overall Toplines
● Though former CEO Kalanick resigned from the Trump Strategic and Policy Forum (“Business
5
Council”),  Uber still stands to benefit under the anti-regulatory, pro-business, and anti-worker’s
rights outlook of the Trump administration.
6
o Uber stands to benefit under the anti-worker’s rights  outlook of the Trump
administration. The company continues to classify workers as independent contractors
instead of employees, which allows Uber to avoid paying minimum wage, overtime, and
7
benefits.  Uber is preparing for a fight in Seattle to block the first unionization effort for
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app-based drivers. Uber says a union threatens the freedom of drivers and has
8
suggested it might leave Seattle if a union forms.
Uber’s stands to gain from privatization and deregulation in the transportation industry.
9
 Privatization and deregulation have been viewed favorably by members of the Trump
10 11
administration,    and Uber generally stands to benefit under this climate.

Ties to the Trump Administration
12
● Former CEO Kalanick was a member of the Trump Business Council.
How Uber stands to profit off Trump’s policies
13
● Uber’s stands to benefit from Trump’s anti-worker’s rights outlook.  The company continues to
classify workers as independent contractors instead of employees, which allows Uber to avoid
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paying minimum wage, overtime, and benefits.  Uber is preparing for a fight in Seattle to block
the first unionization effort for app-based drivers. Uber says a union threatens the freedom of
15
drivers and has suggested it might leave Seattle if a union forms.
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Trump administration.    For example, regarding privatization, municipal public transportation
agencies in major US cities, including Philadelphia, Oakland, and Tampa, have cut costs by
18
subsidizing Uber rides for public transportation.  Regarding deregulation, Uber benefits when
the company is allowed to operate with a different set of rules than taxis, or if the taxi industry
19
is deregulated.  These privatization and deregulation trends are likely to accelerate under the
Trump administration, and Uber stands to benefit.
If Uber resumes its autonomous vehicles (AV) program, it stands to gain from federal subsidies
20
to spur the development of AV, which threatens to create significant job loss  and in which
21
Uber has a stake.  The Department of Transportation budget allocated $200 million for
research and development on autonomous vehicle activities in FY 2017, and nearly $4 billion
22
total over the next decade,  and the Trump administration may continue or expand upon those
subsidies. Secretary of Transportation Elaine Chao has recently announced a review of
23
autonomous vehicle policies.

Relevant CEO Biography Points and Controversies
● Former CEO Travis Kalanick stepped down from Trump's Business Council after controversy
surrounding the #DeleteUber campaign and travel ban on refugees and immigrants from
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Muslim-majority countries.  Uber was accused of breaking a taxi strike at JFK airport following
Trump’s Muslim and refugee ban by lowering surge prices, though Uber denies that that their
25
intention was to break the strike.
Video footage showed that former CEO Travis Kalanick said to an Uber driver: “You know what,
some people don't like to take responsibility for their own shit. They blame everything in their
26
life on somebody else. Good luck!”  He later publicly apologized: “It’s clear this video is a
reflection of me—and the criticism we’ve received is a stark reminder that I must fundamentally
27
change as a leader and grow up.”
Susan Fowler, a former Uber engineer, claimed that Uber refused to do more than issue a
warning to a superior after she and other women complained repeatedly about repeated sexual
harassment. After she published the post, Kalanick said the company would launch an urgent
28
investigation, saying he did not know about this issue.
Uber tried, but failed, to “persuade a judge to approve a settlement offering 1.6 million
California drivers an average of $1.08 each to dispense with alleged labor-code violations that
29
their lawyer earlier claimed might have been worth billions of dollars.”

Key facts:
● Existing national or local campaigns against Uber
o The NY Taxi Worker’s Alliance is part of a national campaign to protect the full-time
work of taxi drivers. The NYTWA has launched a campaign against what it perceives to
be Uber’s unfair business practices, which in its view, disadvantage both customers and
30
traditional taxi drivers.
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Spending on lobbying and campaign contributions:
o Last session, Uber lobbied for federal legislation that would allow federal employees
traveling on official business to be reimbursed for the use of a transportation network
31
company or innovative mobility technology, like Uber. (H.R. 5625)
o Uber also seems to have an interest in defense spending. Last session, it lobbied on H.R.
4909, which “authorizes FY2017 appropriations and sets forth policies regarding the
military activities of the Department of Defense (DOD), military construction, and the
32
national security programs of the Department of Energy (DOE).”
Was fined $20 million in 2017 by the Federal Trade Commission for exaggerating driver earnings
33
claims.
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